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LOS REYES DE ALBUQUERQUE (l. to r., Ray Flores, Lorenzo Martinez, Miguel Archibeque and Roberto Martinez) is a group of artists who, for the past twenty-seven years, have been involved in maintaining and perpetuating the Hispanic traditional music of Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado. Through recording, airplay, television, movies (The Milagro Beanfield War), and personal appearances throughout the United States - from local “fiestas” to the New Mexico and Colorado state fairs, Utah’s Festival of the American West, the Smithsonian Institution’s American Folklife Festival in Washington, D.C., The National Council For the Traditional Arts’s “Raices Musicales” tour of New England states with presentations in Washington, D.C., New York City, Lansing Michigan and Chicago, Ill. to a tour on the “Love Boat” from Los Angeles to Acapulco “Los Reyes” has exerted a tremendous influence in the propagation of a distinctively “New Mexican” style of folk music.
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SIDE 1
SAN JUAN DEL RIO
(D.A.R.)
LAS MANANITAS GUADALUPANAS
(D.A.R.)
CAR宁ITO DE MI VIDA
(T. Ortega-Felipe Leal)
LA NUEVA SENAIDA
(D.A.R.)
UN DIA ALA VEZ
(Olegario Angulo)
PRISIONERO DE TUS BRAZOS
(Felipe Valdez Leal)

SIDE 2
VEINTE ANOS
(Felipe Valdez Leal)
LAS ISABELAS
(Luis Perez Meza)
EN DONDE ESTAS
(D.A.R.)
FLOR DE LAS FLORES
(D.A.R.)
LAS MANANITAS TAPATIAS
(D.A.R.)
ANILLO DE COMPROMISMO
(Cuco Sanchez)